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1. Call to Order 
 

2. Approval of June 22nd, 2016 Minutes   
 

3. Agenda Items 
a. Jack Sheehan COML Packet – Gundersen 
b. Metro Conventional Interoperability Changes – Jansen 

 
4. Moves, Additions & Changes to the System 

a. Anoka County Water Tower Sites Repainting - Thompson 
b. Update on Removal of Voting from Interoperability System – Jansen 
c. Removal of dual naming from consoles - Jansen 

 
5. Committee Reports 

a. Metro Mobility System Usage Update—Chad LeVasseur/Dana Rude 
b. System Manager’s Group/Metro Owner’s Group Update – Jansen 
c. Reports from SECB Committees  

i. Steering - Tretter 
ii. OTC – Jansen / Gundersen 

iii. Interoperable Data Committee – Olson / Thompson 
d. Scene of Action Repeater (SOAR) Workgroup – Olson / Kummer 
e. State sub-system roaming workgroup – Jansen/Tretter 

 
6. Other Business 

a. Regional Talkgroup Permissions Updates 
b. Next Meeting August 24th  

 
7. Adjourn 

 
Ulie Seal, Chair 

MEMBERS: 
 
Ulie Seal, Chair 
    MN Fire Chiefs Association 
 
Ron Jansen, Vice Chair 
    Dakota County 
 
Jake Thompson 
    Anoka County  
 
Tim Walsh 

Carver County 
 
Rod Olson 
    City of Minneapolis 
 
Jon Eckel 
    Chisago County 
 
John Gundersen 
    Hennepin County 
 
Bob Shogren 
 Isanti County 
 
Jeff Bjorklund 
    Metropolitan Airports       

Commission 
 
Chad LeVasseur 
    Metropolitan Council 
 
Iver Johnson 
    Metro Region EMS 
 
Dave Pikal 
    Ramsey County 
 
Scott Haas 
    Scott County 
 
Chuck Steier  

U of M Police, at large 
member 

 
Nate Timm 
    Washington County 
 
 
 
Open 
   MN Chiefs of Police  
      Association 
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Metropolitan Emergency Services Board 
Radio Technical Operations Committee 

Meeting Notes 
June 22, 2016 

 
 

Members Present 
Ron Jansen; John Gundersen; Dana Rude; Peter Sauter; Wendy Lynch; Charles Sloan; Tim Walsh; Rick 
Juth; Robert Shogren; Chad LeVasseur; Dave Pikal; Jon Eckel; Jake Thompson; Nate Timm; Rod Olson; Jeff 
Bjorklund; Chuck Steier; Scott Wosje; Scott Haas 
 
Guests Present:  
Jill Rohret, MESB; Troy Tretter, MESB; Tim Boyer, Minnesota State Patrol; Carrie Oster; Motorola 
 
Call to Order: Ron Jansen called the meeting to order at 1:00 P.M.   
 
Minutes of the May 25, 2016 Meeting and Agenda of the June 22, 2016 Meeting 
M/S/C Motion made by Gundersen to approve May 25, 2016 minutes and the June 22, 2016 agenda. 
Thompson seconded. Motion carried. 
 
Agenda Items 
State Standard 1.8.1 – Change Management  
John Gundersen said that he and Ron Jansen had reviewed the language proposed by the Radio TOC with 
the change management group. Gundersen directed members to the red lined copy in their packet. He 
said the majority of the changes were semantics. Jim Stromberg wrote the original language but was 
appreciative of the comments.  Gundersen feels this is the best that can be done and recommends 
accepting of this draft. Jansen added that the timeline was discussed. The old language for approved 
changes involving reprogramming of consoles or user equipment was 18 months; they wanted to go back 
to the two years. The wording was emphasized “up to two years” to allow for funding of the proposed 
changes.  
 
The monthly ECN report to the OTC will include a timeline detailing the approval and implementation of 
changes subject to this standard. 
 
Troy Tretter asked if this will go to OTC before it goes to the SECB. Jansen said that was the process but it 
could be as late as August before it is returned. The workgroup has not been dissolved. 
 
M/S/C Motion made by Nate Timm to approve the recommended changes State Standard 1.8.1 to be 
reported at the next OTC. Shogren seconded. Motion carried. 
 
MN DHS ARMER Plan Follow up 
Ron Jansen briefed that DHS and Rey Freeman were not ready for the TOC, and sent a request to Troy to 
have this items tabled until July. 
  
M/S/C Motion made by Eckel seconded by Thompson to move MN DHS ARMER plan follow up discussion to 
the July meeting. Motion carried. 
 
Change Management Submission – Encrypted ME TAC’s  
Gundersen said a recommendation was submitted in March to add four encrypted regional tactical talk-
groups for law enforcement use. Some training would be required. The issue started when several of our 
COMLs in the process of reserving them in status board and all statewide LETAC’s were already in use, 
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partially by metro region users. Curt did some follow up and found they were using these talk-groups 
because the Metro region didn’t and don’t have any encrypted channels. 
 
Jansen asked members if a work group was needed to work on this issue. 
Tretter said that per the Metro Standard 1.5.2 for change management the TOC determined it did fall into 
a major change category which involves multiple committee analysis. Jansen asked members to 
determine if proposal was a major or a minor change.  
 
M/S/C Motion made by Gunderson to accept this proposal and accept it as a major change, seconded by Scott 
Haas. Motion carried. 
 
Jill Rohret clarified that the vote was not to approve the change but to accept it as a major change. 
 
Change Management Submission – ME Zone Updates  
Nate Timm said this change would align them with the other regions. The other regions have more 
tactical reginal talk groups and also have a standardized call in talk group. He proposed renaming 
METCOM to ME-CALL. Some dispatchers have already expressed concerns about the traffic. 
His experience in the Southeast tells him that it is used PSAP to PSAP and rarely from field to PSAP. The 
next part of the proposal is to add two more regional ME-TAC talk groups.  
 
Jansen said a long time ago in the Interoperability Sub Committee there was a major discussion among 
PSAPs not wanting to move field traffic on METCOM. They said they would turn it off.  
 
Tretter added that someone had asked before the meeting to ask Nate Timm what the need would be with 
METCOM/ME-CALL as a regional hailing channel is fixing in place that MSP-CALL is not doing now. 
 
Answer: Efficiency.  
 
Jansen asked Tim Boyer from the State Patrol if there were any load issues on MSP-CALL being used as 
the Metro hailing channel. Tim Boyer answered there were not that he was aware of. 
 
Gundersen asked if the SE has a call like this or an occasion to use it. Timm said yes he did have a couple 
of occasions. 
 
Jeff Bjorklund said coming from his agency this was an unsupported add for a regional hailing channel, as 
the dispatchers have a lot of channels to monitor already.  He does support adding additional ME-TAC’s 
and encrypted ME-TAC’s. 
 
Rod Olson said that one of the reasons the Hennepin inner system was removed in the first place was 
because of all the chatting on channels. Those dispatchers would agree with the airport also. 
 
Jansen said what he was hearing from the group is they would be in favor of adding a couple more ME-
TAC’s but not ME-CALL. He asked group to decide if this would be a major change?  
 
M/S/C Motion made by Timm to define this change management plan as a major change and forward to 
workgroups for discussion and vetting process before bringing back to this committee. Gundersen seconded. 
Motion carried. 
 
Olson questioned the sentence that said to set up the ME-TAC encrypted for law enforcement only? 
Possibility of fire and EMS using encryption. Rohret asked Tretter to clarify.  Tretter said that request 
came from support documents included with the change management proposal.  
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Olson asked the group if they wanted to make the decision now to have the change be for law 
enforcement only. Jansen recommended the group determine if the change was major or not and then 
form a work group. 
 
Rohret suggested that that be conversation met through the vetting process and various evaluations that 
can be discussed. Input is needed on the whole ME-CALL issue. It is a slow process but it does work. We 
do talk to the various stakeholders to see where we are at and we have not had this discussion for a while. 
Does the Fire Service and EMS need encrypted talk groups?  With more and more agencies being trained 
in 3Echo where the Fire, Law Enforcement and EMS work together do they need encrypted channels so 
they can work together? Rohret said she thought that was a necessary conversation and can be done 
through the evaluations. 
 
Ron Jansen added that is consistent with the motion on the table that it will be vetted before a formal 
decision is made. 
 
Gundersen said that if group goes beyond two, three or four talk groups should consider the possibility of 
one out of the four to be open to all. Otherwise the only open to all encrypted solutions right now are the 
encrypted S-TAC’s. 
 
He (Jansen) asked members if they wanted to set a workgroup and look for members to sit on the 
workgroup for the change management standard. The workgroup would combine the proposals as they 
go together and do some vetting through the PSAPs and go through the 911 TOC as well to discuss 
possible options. 
 
Rohret said that the Interoperability subcommittee has been dissolved, so this might be the time to bring 
different groups together to have those types of discussions. So whether it goes to the 911 TOC or it 
brings some PSAPs together under the guise of this adhoc interop. We may need to get more people than 
are represented here on this TOC so naming all the representatives here today may not be possible, but 
naming volunteers from this committee would be useful. 
 
Tretter said he will contact the different groups on the distribution list and put a solicitation on the MESB 
website. Naming a chair to help facilitate the process could be done at this meeting. Jansen suggested Curt 
Meyer, who has been the Chair of the IOAC. Jansen asked members to email him with other volunteers. 
 
Washington County Regional Talk Group Request  
Nate Timm directed to members to the proposal in the meeting packet to change two of their talk groups 
to the Metro Regional site access profile. The Washington County narcotics taskforce was taken to the 
west metro where their radios went out of range. 
 
Timm was asked if the addition of adding regional encrypted resources negate this request. Timm 
answered that in the situation he referenced, they weren’t working with any other agencies so he would 
say no in that case but certainly there is going to be a benefit for the regional encrypted for them. 
 
Jon Eckel asked Timm how much were Washington County were using the SIUs?  That gives them a 
broader range beyond the metro.  Timm responded that because it (the narcotics taskforce talkgroup) is 
in their main zone. 
 
M/S/C Motion made by Shogren, to approve change two of Washington County’s talk groups to the Metro 
Regional site access profile seconded by Gunderson. The motion carried. 
 
Incident Dispatcher Certification – Tretter (Discussion Only) 
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The Metro Region Communications Response Task Force has Incident Dispatchers and Radio Operators 
but there is no formal standard for certification for them. Chris Kummer and Tretter have been working 
on this standard. 
 
Rohret added that CRTF and the Incident Dispatcher portion specifically of CRTF serves as the state’s 
TERT team. It is an interstate team but could be deployed intrastate as well as an IDT. We have that 
agreement with HSEM. The OEC has never had the curriculum before so the MESB had the CRTF 
developed their own requirements for Incident Dispatcher training through First Contact Nine-One-One. 
She assumes their curriculum is very similar. If it stayed at the metro level we could see if we could get 
them grandfathered in to the OEC certification. 
 
Nate Timm said he liked the language of this and it did a nice job of aligning it with COML COMT.  John 
Gundersen feels it should go to the OTC to become a state standard. Gundersen asked if metro is doing 
this because the state refuses to?  Tretter said no, it was not refusal on the state’s part and it hasn’t been 
truly addressed with the SWIC. The metro has Incident Dispatch and organized team. Gundersen feels it 
should be done in parallel with the states.   
 
Juth added the Central Region is actually made a formal request to have the OEC Incident Dispatch course. 
He feels this should be part of the overall COMU. 
 
Tretter added that we do have part of the SHSP grant for 2016, training funds.  
 
Juth also asked if there could be a process similar to the COML process to have someone certified as a 
trainer. 
 
Jansen asked that this topic is on the CRTF agenda. 
 
Moves, Additions & Changes to the System 
 
Anoka County Water Tower Sites Repainting 
Jake Thompson reported that the repainting is on schedule to be completed in September. The old tower 
will be decommissioned in October.  
 
Update on Removal of Voting from Interoperability System  
Jansen will be sending out a Doodle calendar in the next week or so for a July meeting to those that have 
volunteered to be on that group. He hopes to have a white paper to present to the TOC July meeting. 
 
Removal of dual naming from consoles  
Jansen did some testing after the last TOC. He renamed a couple of talk groups on his console without 
having to delete them. They take affect after the next reboot. 
 
Jansen said he will also take care of Status Board as well with the name changes. 
 
Gundersen said they are working through some problems with the SATCOW generator, that the fuel was 
old and caused some problems, they may need to get the whole generator services because of the 
contaminated fuel.  Tretter said he was going to talk to Gundersen off-line about a generator the National 
Guard may have. 
 
Committee Reports 
Metro Mobility System Usage Update 
 
Chad LeVasseur said because of some MCC7100 problems they have been using their backup radios. 
No word from the engineers regarding the interface with the Trapeze scheduling and Motorola. 
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System Manager’s Group/Metro Owner’s Group Update  
Jansen said the MOG was held this month. 715 upgrade punch list from John Anderson was very short. 
 
Reports from SECB Committees – Tretter 
Steering – Troy Tretter stated there was no streering meeting for June. 
 
OTC – Troy Tretter deferred to Ron Jansen or John Gunderson for notes, since he was not in attendance.  
Ron Jansen said that the OTC did approve a request for Saint Louis County to have ISSI installed.  He 
stated that the county would be responsible for all the costs and usage.  If the usage grew beyond the 
county, it would need to come to the OTC first.   
 
State Change Management Standard Workgroup – Gundersen / Jansen – Ron Jansen said he felt they 
addressed this in agenda item 3a. 
 
Scene of Action Repeater (SOAR) Workgroup – Olson / Kummer – Chris Kummer said they have not 
met, the only members of the workgroup so far are from the metro area. 
 
Other Business 
 
Regional Talk group Permissions Updates 
 
Wright County: METAC’s: Tretter briefed the TOC on the updated request by Wright County, that the 
ME-TAC’s would be programmed in Law Enforcement radios only that are used near the border with the 
metro.  Tretter also noted that included with the packet was a list of all the other agencies, per Chief Seal’s 
request at the last TOC, that have requested to use ME-TAC’s. 
 
M/S/C Motion made by Nate Timm, to approve Wright County’s request talk groups; seconded by Gundersen. 
The motion carried. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 1:47pm 
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MEMO 

 

To:  Metro TOC, Chair Chief Ulie Seal 

From:  Ron Jansen and VHF Overlay Workgroup 

Date: 13 July 2016 

RE:  Metro region VHF Overlay 

 

The VHF Overlay workgroup along with MnDOT has been working on a plan for the reduction and removal of some 

of the legacy VHF overlay equipment.  The workgroup was tasked to research and formulate a plan for this project.  

A number of meetings have been conducted over the past year with the most recent held on July 7th 2016.   

 

The workgroups recommends the following actions: 

1. Remove all of the voting equipment across the Metro region. 

2. Move VLAW31 from City Center to Hennepin County Government Center (HCGC) 

3. Add VMED28 to the King Stack site. 

 

With these modifications it is felt the VHF overlay part of the system can be utilized in multiple areas in the Region 

at the same time, whereas today only one resource can be used at a given time across the region.  This will also 

remove older equipment that is reaching its end of life cycle. 

 

The reconfiguration work can be completed in a phased approach or all at the same time.  The workgroup felt that 

in might be best to do this all at once so each dispatch center would only have to update their console 

configurations and reboot once.  However we would look to input from the PSAP’s for a final decision on this 

aspect of the project. 

 

There would be a phased approach to the hardware configurations moving forward with this recommendation.  

MnDOT would schedule to make the initial changes in the early October timeframe of 2016.  Once the sites where 

the remaining equipment is located have been updated to IP simulcast and IP connectivity the CCGW from 

Watersedge would be physically moved to the site.  (See attached) 

 

Attached with this recommendation are two supporting spreadsheet documents for the proposed modifications. 

 

Other information of note from the workgroup discussion: 

 Licensing for the relocations of frequencies are in process. 

 Intermod study for VLAW31 move to HCGC has been completed. 

 New Console resources have been created. 

 MnDOT has cabling ready for the modification. 

 VMED28 coverage foot print will be reduced. 

 No one is aware of any logging of these resources currently on the system or is anyone planning on adding 

them into their logging resources. 

 All standards associated to the VHF overlay should be reviewed and modified to account for these 

changes. 

 COR vs. VOX audio configuration. 



Proposed Metro interop changes

VTAC14R VFIRE23 VMED28 VLAW31 VCALL10 MIMs 8CALL 8TAC1 VTAC14R VFIRE23 VMED28 VLAW31 MIMs VCALL10 8CALL 8TAC1

Tx Tx Tx Tx Tx Tx Tx Tx Rx Rx Rx Rx Rx Rx Rx Rx

Address 159.4725 154.295 155.34 155.475 155.7525 155.37 851.0125 851.5125 154.6875 154.295 155.34 155.475 155.37 155.7525 806.0125 806.5125

33 South 6th St, Minneapolis City Center X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

HCGC X X

559 18th Ave SW, Cambridge Cambridge X X X X X X X X X X X X

15624 Central Ave NE, Ham Lake Ham Lake X X X X X X X X X X X X

4841 St Croix Trail, North Branch North Branch X X X X X X X X X X X X

1103 King Plant Road, Bayport King Stack X X X X X X X X X X X X X

1600 Prairie Drive, Medina Medina X X X X X X X X X X X X

15125 118th St, Norwood Norwood X X X X X X X X X X X X

395 John Ireland Blvd, St Paul Transportation Bldg X X X X X X X X X X X X

13751 Zumbro Ave, Shakopee Shakopee X X X X X X X X X X X X

44-42-53.40N, 93-07-29.18W Empire X X X X X X X X X X X X

Maple Drive & 220th St, StCroix Falls Wi St Croix Falls X X X X

15072 Old Marine Trail North, Scandia Citation Cable X X X X

9401 83rd Ave No, Brooklyn Park Brooklyn Park X X X X

2900 Highland Road, Minnetrista Minnetrista X X X X

23050 Galena Ave, Belle Plaine Bell Plaine X X X X

29550 Forest Blvd, Stacy Stacy X X X X

7525 4th Ave, Lino Lakes Lino Lakes X X X X

Lindberg Terminal International Airport MAC Ramp* X X X X X X

Equipment stays, connect to local CCGW. Voting removed. 

Move VLAW31 from City Center to HCGC

Equipment removed from service. 

Add VMED28 at King Stack



## Site IP Address PM Site PM # Chan 1 Chan 2 Chan 3 Chan 4

1 City Center 10.1.106.90 2046 6 VTAC14R-CITYCNTR VFIRE23-CITYCNTR VMED28-CITYCNTR VCALL10-CITYCNTR

2 City Center 10.1.106.91 2047 7 MIMS-CITYCNTR 8CALL-CITYCNTR 8TAC1-CITYCNTR

3 Cambridge 10.1.106.92 2048 8 VFIRE23-CAMBRIDGE VLAW31-CAMBRIDGE VCALL10-CAMBRIDGE

4 Ham Lake 10.1.106.93 2049 9 VFIRE23-HAM LAKE VLAW31-HAM LAKE VCALL10-HAM LAKE

5 North Branch 10.1.106.94 2050 10 VFIRE23-N BRANCH VLAW31-N BRANCH VCALL10-N BRANCH

6 King Stack 10.1.108.85 2051 1 VFIRE23-KINGSTACK VLAW31-KINGSTACK VCALL10-KINGSTACK VMED28-KINGSTACK

7 Medina 10.1.108.86 2052 2 VFIRE23-MEDINA VLAW31-MEDINA VCALL10-MEDINA

8 Norwood 10.1.108.87 2053 3 VFIRE23-NORWOOD VLAW31-NORWOOD VCALL10-NORWOOD

9 DOT CO 10.1.108.88 2054 4 VFIRE23-DOT CO VLAW31-DOT CO VCALL10-DOT CO

10 Shakopee 10.1.108.89 2055 5 VFIRE23-SHAKOPEE VLAW31-SHAKOPEE VCALL10-SHAKOPEE

11 Empire 10.1.108.90 2056 6 VFIRE23-EMPIRE VLAW31-EMPIRE VCALL10-EMPIRE

12 HCGC 10.1.108.91 2057 7 VLAW31-HCGC

13 10.1.108.92 2058 8

14 10.1.108.93 2059 9

106 subnet is available by Existing GGM8000 CCGW Switch jwa

108 Subnet is available on LANSW1-Port 34    or    LANSW2-Port 32 9/30/2015
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